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Top 5 Great Things about "Spider-Man: Into 
the Spider-verse”  
By Urban Clark  
1. The Direction—Spider-Verse is quite uniquely directed, utilizing many different forms of art and 
animation styles to convey the diverse world. 

2. The Main Character—Miles Morales is a teenager who starts out living life normally, until he gains spider-
like abilities. From there, he develops from being unsure and somewhat reckless, to gaining a new power 
uniquely his own. 

3. The Different Spider-Men—Many “Spider-Beings” from different dimensions gather in this film, from a 
pig, based off of the Looney Tunes universe, to a young girl from a Japanese anime-like universe. 

4. The Story—The story is relatable and compelling, and places viewers directly into the shoes of the 
protagonist, showing how he deals with life and his new abilities. 

5. The Setting—It is set in New York City, while that may seem standard for Spider-Man, the film portrays 
it in a very diverse fashion, making the world of …Spider-Verse feel full of life and adventure. 

Rise of the Redbirds: MLB Predictions, 2019 
By Max Gordon 

AL East    AL Central    AL West 
1.) Yankees 1.) Indians 1.) Astros(!)
2.) Red Sox* 2.) Twins 2.) Athletics
3.) Rays* 3.) White Sox 3.) Mariners 
4.) Blue Jays 4.) Royals 4.) Angels
5.) Orioles 5.) Tigers 5.) Rangers
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NL East    NL Central    NL West 
1.) Phillies 1.) Cardinals 1.) Dodgers(!)
2.) Nationals* 2.) Cubs* 2.) Rockies
3.) Braves 3.) Brewers 3.) Padres 
4.) Mets 4.) Reds 4.) Diamondbacks
5.) Marlins 5.) Pirates 5.) Giants

Key:
*= Wild Card
(!) = #1 seed 
BOLD PREDICTIONS:
- Twins shock the AL and finish over .500.
- Mariners and Angels will both finish at 81-81.
- Nats steal a WC spot as Braves and Brewers get snubbed.
- Every team in the NL Central finishes at or above .500.
- Padres’ top prospects shine and as a team finish at .500.
- Dodgers take a first round exit in the playoffs.
- Cardinals and Yankees meet in a classic World Series. Cardinals in 7.

Tornadoes, Witches, the Yellow Brick Road 
and ‘Green Paint Forever!’ 
By J.P. Dupre 
Every great theatrical production begins with a vision. Sometimes that vision may be about the story 
itself and how the production can bring life. Each year, Drama produces two big shows—one in the fall 
and another in the spring. This spring, Drama will present the Wizard of Oz.

The Drama teacher, Mrs. Zandi, has taken on the task of bringing this production to life later this spring. 
The decision to perform The Wizard of Oz came to Mrs. Zandi last year when she was watching the 
school’s Shakespearian play. “It cemented the idea that this is the year to do the Wizard of Oz because we 
have the right actors for it.”

The play does not require a huge cast—around 18 to 20. To complement the high school actors, there will 
be a few younger kids from local schools to play the role of the Munchkins. A special guest actor (a 
beloved canine hero) will appear as well.

There will be several surprises in this production from elaborate set designs and costumes to exciting 
special effects. Shannon Saunders is returning to stage the special effects. Shannon has several inspirations 
for this production. She will be figuring out how to make a hot air balloon fly, move around super heavy 
sets, set the witch’s broom on fire, and re-create a Kansas tornado! While not releasing any secrets, 
Shannon did say, “there will be green paint forever!”

For the Wizard of Oz, anyone can be a part of the production whether on stage, wrangling kids and dog, 
moving lighting, painting sets, or managing sound. 
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By Neil 
Breslich  
Alien Drill: 
(Credit to 
Dominic 
Tatro for 
inspiration 
and the color 
palette.)
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